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format: our ebooks are viewable in our
free reader apps, available for ios,
macintosh or windows computer devices.
we offer books in this format in order to
provide enhanced audio and video
integration, not available in standard pdf
formats. our ebooks are not delivered as
pdf files. the king tinkers jazz band
drummer, composer, and educator mr.
garibaldi has a long history of learning,
teaching, and mastering the jazz of
history. his musical roots go back to his
childhood in new orleans where his
father, a jazz violinist, taught him the art
of improvised music. a world war ii
flashback gave him the opportunity to
join the us army drum corps while he was
stationed in germany, and in 1952 mr.
garibaldi began teaching drums and
playing professionally with his brother,
also a drummer. the king tinkers jazz
band is one of the premiere groups in the
new orleans jazz scene. for more than 30
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years, they have dazzled audiences with
their trademark blend of american and
international styles. the basics of this
book are that the reader is provided with
the fundamentals of time, while also
learning the basic rudiments of
developing a repertoire of their own. this
book provides a comprehensive,
cumulative approach to the study of time
and the rudiments which have been
developed from the fundamentals of time
to spontaneous, improvising
performance. the author has in mind the
needs of beginning and intermediate
drummers and jazz players, and has been
careful to meet those needs. davids
groundbreaking drumming has always
been rooted in funk music and jazz
drumming. his focus is to bring the funk,
along with a little rock and a lot of soul
into the mix. the groundbreaking new
methods presented in this book will
revolutionize your drumming and musical
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creativity. the code contains 80 pages of
instruction with the most comprehensive
explanations of drum concepts david is
known for. he shows how to break down
and play a funky sounding groove using
his innovative linear styles, and how to
create a funky, harmonic, musical solo by
applying the jazz latin funk theory. every
drummer should have this book in their
library. the cd/book download contains
the same 8 tracks as the book, but minus
davids drums.whatever your desire, this
book is an adventure into the creative
mind of david garibaldi. publisher: hal
leonard
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futures groove is perfect for all drummers
who want to learn to groove in their

practice space. even if your goal is to
learn and improve your chops for a
particular groove, youll learn the

essentials of groove construction, as well
as be inspired to learn more advanced
aspects of drumming. our ebooks are

viewable in our free reader apps,
available for ios, macintosh or windows
computer devices. we offer books in this

format in order to provide enhanced
audio and video integration, not available
in standard pdf formats. our ebooks are

not delivered as pdf files. the code of funk
brings the drumming of david garibaldi,
and the music of tower of power to your

practice room in a technologically
advanced, cutting-edge musical and

educational package. the code provides
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an in-depth look at the concepts david
uses to create his futuristic, yet, old-

school grooves. included are: 80-page
book with detailed transcriptions, by

david, of his drum performance in each of
eight tunes from t.o.p. todays lesson is an
address from one of the music clinics ive
been conducting since 2000. we close out

the 2015 season with a visit from rod
morgens fantastic drummer and teacher.

rod lives in northern california with his
wife and two young children. he holds a
masters degree in doctor of music, has
won a number of east coast-west coast

contests, and is a member of the
percussion faculty at the berklee school
of music. ive talked to him before about
his set of free exercises and this is the
result. enjoy! by day, rod morgens a

dynamic and innovative percussionist. his
intense schedule makes even the most

active of students blink. after forty years
on the scene, morgens is known for a
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fiery, uncompromising sound and a type
of bravado that puts him at the cutting

edge of electronic development. whether
he was wearing a dracula-inspired catsuit
or playing with a ukelele, morgens own

style has been an original one.
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